
followed by a sudden, sharp drop in D-layer height.
About five more significant events have been ob-
served in the height data at times when VLF hiss
data were available. The lowest D-layer height yet
observed was 60 km, recorded on September 2,
1966, during a polar cap absorption (PCA) event.

Exospheric electron density. The objective of this
project is to determine exospheric electron densities
by means of time-delay versus frequency measure-
ments of VLF signals transmitted between the long-
wire antenna site and Friday Harbor, Washington.

During the austral summer of 1966-1967, the
long-wire antenna's transmittable power was in-
creased to 25-kw input to the antenna terminals.
This is twice the previous capability. The receiving
station was subsequently established at Friday
Harbor to record possible whistler-mode echoes
from the semiorthogonal 64-bit code which is trans-
mitted from Antarctica. The transmitted frequen-
cies, which are accurate to about 2 parts in 10,
are 5.45, 10.90, 15.70, and 21.80 kHz. The nor-
mal schedule consists of transmissions 10-i 5 minutes
past each hour. Details of the transmissions and the
coded sequences will be furnished to interested per-
sons by the University of Washington on request.

Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances. On Febru-
ary 14, 1967, the first known effort was made to
excite artificially the Earth-ionosphere cavity at its
lowest resonance. A 7.5- 1 f capacitor was continu-
ously charged to 30,000 V and mechanically
switched into the terminals of the 21-mile dipole at
frequencies of 4.03, 5.3, 6.5, and 7.7 Hz. Several
ELF recording stations in different parts of the
world were advised of the test. To date, no dis-
tant reception of the signals has been reported, but
all data have not yet been analyzed. Strong signals
from Byrd substation were recorded at Byrd Station
by the Pacific Naval Laboratories' equipment, pro-
viding accurate timing data for the experiment.

In addition to this experiment, natural back-
ground noise at the long-wire antenna site is being
recorded periodically from a magnetic pickup in the
5-100 Hz range.

Antenna measurements. The input impedance of
the 21-mile and 8.4-mile dipoles has been measured
as a function of frequency on a monthly basis. This
information is being used to compare the measured
and theoretically predicted performances of the an-
tennas as their depth of burial gradually increases.
The measurements also serve the practical purpose
of indicating the possible presence of breaks in the
wire. During the 1966-1967 austral summer, the
locations of several breaks were detected to within
a foot by means of a pickup loop mounted on a
snow vehicle that was driven beside and parallel to
the entire length of the wire.

Very-Low-Frequency Studies

ROBERT A. HELLI WELL

Stanford Electronics Laboratories
Stanford University

For a number of years, Stanford University has
conducted studies in upper atmosphere physics at
antarctic stations and its Palo Alto Laboratories as
part of the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. Dur-
ing the past few years, this work has involved an
increasing number of graduate students, including
Chung Park (field engineer at Byrd Station in
1966), Keppler Stone, Fernando Walter, and
Steve Lasch.

An important study pursued during the past year
concerns data obtained at Eights and Byrd Stations
on the magnetospheric electric field and associated
hydromagnetic drift motions during the polar sub-
storm which began at about 0600 UT on July 15,
1965 (Carpenter and Stone, 1967). Through the
analysis of whistler measurements of drifts near
L=4, it was possible to identify the previously un-
detected magnetospheric electric field that may be
associated with the substorm electrojet. A major
feature of the event was the onset of inward drift
motions at L=4 roughly 20 minutes prior to the be-
ginning of the substorm bay at the Byrd/Great
Whale conjugate pair. Further studies of this time
relationship are being conducted.

A number of studies were made of the plasma-
pause phenomenon. Statistics on the equatorial
radius of the plasmapause at dawn were obtained
from data taken at Eights Station during 1963 and
plotted with respect to various indices of magnetic
activity (Carpenter, 1967). It was found that the
equatorial radius at dawn is particularly sensitive to
substorm activity on the preceding night, a result
consistent with the known role of the substorm elec-
tric field in the inward displacement of the plasma-
pause.

As part of a worldwide effort to study the
proton flare and associated magnetic storm of early
July 1966, Chung Park has investigated in detail
the position of the plasmapause for a period of
roughly 10 days from July 5 to 15, 1966. Using
data obtained both from the long-wire recording
site and the loop system at Byrd Station, Park
was able to obtain much high time-resolution infor-
mation on the position of the boundary. The long-
wire recordings provided uniquely detailed informa-
tion during periods when the loop system was in-
adequate for this purpose.

The study of the July 9 storm is being carried
out in cooperation with a French group investigat-
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ing whistlers, and the data obtained are being cor-
related with several experiments being conducted
by means of the OGO-111 satellite. In its effort to
identify the plasmapause, the Stanford workers are
cooperating with a number of other research groups
whose approaches range from ground-based ULF
whistler techniques to various forms of wave and
particle detection from satellites. In this correlative
role, the data recorded at Eights and Byrd Stations
take on new importance in that the range of experi-
ments available for comparison is extremely broad,
extending over long periods in recent years; in the
future, of course, the number and variety of such
experiments is expected to increase considerably.

An important study begun recently by Fernando
Walter is the detailed comparison of Eights and
Byrd measurements with simultaneous whistler cut-
off and associated noise effects observed approxi-
mately overhead by Alouette I (Carpenter et al.,

1967). The records show close agreement be-
tween the ground and satellite effects. A small but
systematic disparity in the two results suggests the
possibility that the whistler data may be used to
study magnetospheric dilation by plasma currents.

As noted above, the long-wire antenna offers spe-
cial advantages as a receiving device. Its great
sensitivity at the low whistler frequencies associated
with L values from 5 to 9 is particularly appropriate
for studying the low-density region outside the plas-
mapause. The first recordings, made in December
1965, provided information on a region in the outer
sector that had not been observed previously by the
regular loop system. The unique characteristics of
the long-wire antenna were exploited during the
storm of July 9, 1966, providing data for the first
extensive case study of a storm.

Steve Lasch is currently investigating the noise,
stimulated by fixed-frequency transmitters, that was
observed at Eights in 1963 and 1965. Attention
now focuses on a special problem—the fact that
when the transmitter frequency of NAA (lOu
watts), Cutler, Maine, was raised from 14.7 to 17.8
kHz, the number of cases of triggered noise dropped
abruptly.

The data obtained at Plateau in 1966 are unique
from the standpoint of the high time-resolution in-
formation they have provided on the association be-
tween auroral activity and VLF and LF noise. The
uniqueness is accounted for in part by the clear
weather and long periods of darkness that occur in
the winter. A preliminary description of the data is
being prepared by Robert Flint, field engineer at
Plateau in 1966, and Hugh Muir, of the Arctic Insti-
tute of North America, with help from T. J4rgensen,
a visiting research associate from Denmark.

Transmissions from Stanford University's 150-kw
VLF transmitter are providing data on propagation
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Figure 1. Record made aboard Eltanin of VLF
FSK transmission from Byrd substation. See

text.

through the southern polar ionosphere and over the
polar cap. The use of satellites and widely spaced
ground stations in the observing program provides
the possibility of studying large-scale features of the
ionosphere.

During May 1966, frequency-shift-keyed (FSK)
pulses of varying length were transmitted. The fre-
quency was shifted between 3 and 6 kHz. An in-
teresting result of this program is that only the
6 kHz pulses were received aboard Eltanin while she
was operating a few hundred miles southeast of New
Zealand. Spectrographic records of the Eltanin data
are illustrated in Fig. I in coordinates of frequency
(0-10.5 kHz) versus time. The intervals marked
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Figure 2. Record of VLF FSK transmission received by
OGO-11 from Byrd substation. See text.
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"A" consist of pulses that varied continuously from
75 to 200 msec every 30 sec.

Transmissions received in the ionosphere by
OGO-11 were FSK variable-length pulses and swept-
frequency ramps. OGO-11 spectra are illustrated in
Fig. 2, in which the upper two panels show ob-
servations of the FSK frequencies 2.225 and 6.9
kHz and the third panel shows transmissions in the
sweeping mode between 2.1 and 4.8 kHz. The
presence of harmonics of the fundamental frequen-
cies is evidenced in the upper panels by the occur-
rence of the third harmonic of 2.225 and in the
lower panel by the ramp extending upward from
6.3 kHz. The output wave form of the transmitter
is rich in harmonics, a feature providing additional
information on propagation at the higher frequencies.
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Ionospheric Forward-Scatter Program
In the Antarctic

MARTIN A. POMERANTZ
Bartol Research Foundation of

The Franklin Institute

The increasing level of activity on the sun during
the new solar cycle has manifested itself in the
number of polar cap absorption (PCA) events ob-
served during the past year. While only one such
event occurred in 1965, four were detected by the
forward-scatter links in 1966, and several more
have already been noted in 1967. Two were marked
by significant increases in the counting rates of the
associated ground-based neutron monitors.

Detailed studies of the events of July 7, 1966,
and January 28, 1967, have been carried out. The
neutron-monitor data recorded during all of the
PCA events have been analyzed, but no significant
increases were indicated. This suggests that the
proton spectrum during a PCA is usually too steep
for the effects of the solar particles to be observed
on the ground. The event of January 28, 1967, is
particularly interesting because no obvious source
was visible on the sun.

Thus far, no relativistic electron precipitation
(REP) events have been detected on any of the
antarctic forward-scatter paths. Except during PCA
and sporadic-E events, no large fluctuations in scat-
ter signal intensity have been recorded.

The sporadic-E occurrence on the McMurdo-
Vostok link has recently been analyzed in detail.
In particular, the daily and seasonal variations at
this very high latitude station have been investi -
gated. One interesting discovery is that the diurnal
variation depends on the season. The occurrence
rate is single-peaked in winter and double-peaked in
summer. The total daily occurrence, however, is ap-
proximately the same in winter and summer, but it
declines markedly at the equinoxes. This is in con-
trast to the results from the Byrd-McMurdo link,
which do not show a significant seasonal change
in the total daily occurrence or the diurnal variation.

Solar Cosmic Ray Activity
A. J. MASLEY

Space Sciences Department
Douglas Aircraft Company

A significant increase in solar cosmic ray activity
began in early 1966. From March 1966 to June
1967, 14 events were observed. By comparison,
only one event was observed in each of the years
1964 and 1965. The distribution of events from
1962 to early 1967, with the variation in the
smoothed sunspot number, is shown in the figure.
The maximum absorption in decibels for 30 mHz is

1962	1963	1964	1965	1966	1967

The distribution of solar cosmic ray events observed by
30-mHz riometers at the Doug/as Geophysical Observa-
tories, with the variation in the smoothed sunspot number
given near solar minimum. The front face of each block
illustrates the events sequentially, while the side face gives
the maximum 30-mHz absorption. Information for 1962
is based on 10 months of operation at McMurdo Station,
and for 1963, on 6 mont/is of operation at Shepherd Bay
and 12 months at McMurdo. Data for the last four years,
through June /967, are based on continuous observations

at both stations.
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